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THE COINCIDENCE OF FIELDS OF MODULI FOR
NON-HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES AND
FOR THEIR JACOBIAN VARIETIES
TSUTOMU SEKIGUCHI
Introduction
The notion of fields of moduli introduced first by Matsusaka [8] has
been developed by Shimura [12] exclusively in the area of polarized abelian
varieties. Later Koizumi [7] gave an axiomatic treatment for the notion.
Geometrically, the notion of fields of moduli for a polarized abelian
variety and for a curve may well be given by the residue field at the corresponding point on the moduli space, but the author thinks that there
is no proof of it which is available for any characteristic case. Moreover,
the expected fact seems to give a good approach to the investigation of
the Torelli map from the moduli space of curves to that of principally
polarized abelian varieties. In fact, in the present paper we will show
the following fact:
The field of moduli for a non-hyperelliptic complete non-singular curve
over a field of positive characteristic coincides with that of its canonically
polarized jacobίan variety.
The difficulty of this fact is on the inseparability, and so it is trivial
for characteristic 0.
In particular, when we restrict ourselves to the curves of genus <[ 3,
Oort-Ueno [11] showed that every principally polarized abelian variety of
dimension rg 3 over an algebraically closed field is the polarized jacobian
variety of a good curve. But, for curves of genus 3, we can prove a
stronger result:
For a principally polarized abelian variety (X, λ) of dimension 3 over
a field k, there exists a good curve over the same field k whose polarized
jacobian variety coincides with (X, X).
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The main tool for proving these facts is the deformations of curves
and of polarized abelian varieties.
In Section 1, we shall study the lifting problem about discrete valuation rings. The notion of fields of moduli which is used in the paper will
be reviewed in Section 2 mainly following Koizumi [7]. Section 3 and 4
are devoted to investigating the compatibility of the specializations of a
curve and of its jacobian variety, which will play an essential role in the
proof of our main theorems. In the last two sections 5 and 6, we shall
give our main theorems.
The author would like to express his hearty thanks to Professor S.
Koizumi for very useful conversations. In particular, the author was
taught some problems about the fields of moduli for curves and for polarized abelian varieties.

Notation
Throughout the paper we mean by an abelian scheme a projective
abelian scheme. For an abelian scheme 3£ over a noetherian scheme S
and for an invertible sheaf 3? on 3£, we denote by A(J£)\ 36 —> $ the homomorphism from 3£ to the dual abelian scheme $ of 3£ defined by the
divisorial correspondence μ*£?®p?£>-1Θp?&>-1 on 36 Xs%, where μ: 36 χs3i
—> 36 is the addition morphism and pt: 36 X s 36 -• 36 is the canonical projection for each i = 1, 2.
Let X and Y be preschemes over a prescheme S, and /:X-> Y a
morphism over S. Then for any point s of S, we denote by Xs (resp. fs)
the fibre prescheme X Xs Spec(k(s)) (resp. / χ s Spec(k(s))) where k(s) is
the residue field at s on S. In particular, for a pair (36, λ) of an abelian
scheme 36 over S and a homomorphism λ: 36 -> $, we put (3C, X)s = (3£s, λs) for
a point s of S.
Let S be a noetherian scheme, and ¥> a simple, proper S-scheme whose
geometric fibres are irreducible curves. Then we denote by (c/(^),λ{%>))
the canonical polarized jacobian scheme over S corresponding to ^ (cf. [9],
Proposition 6.9). Moreover, for a trait S and a good curve # over S,
we use the same notation (J(^), λ{^)) as the canonical polarized jacobian
scheme over S corresponding to Ή (cf. [11]).
For an integral domain i?, f.f. (R) denotes the field of fractions of R.
For a field k, k denotes an algebraic closure of k.
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Valuation ring with a given residue field

First we shall start with some preliminaries from discrete valuation
rings.
The following fact is well-known, so we state it here without anyproof.
1.1. Let (A, Wl) be a discrete valuation ring with residue
field k. Let k' be any extension field of k. Then there exists a discrete
valuation ring A' containing A, with maximal ideal ΈflA' and with residue
field k'.
THEOREM

From this theorem, we can easily deduce
COROLLARY 1.2. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0. Then there
exists a discrete valuation ring A of characteristic 0 with maximal ideal pA
and with residue field k.

The next proposition will be used as a technical tool in the proof
of our main theorem.
1.3. Let K be a field and L a finite algebraic extension
of K. Let (A, 3K4) be a discrete valuation ring for K and (B, TtB) a discrete
valuation ring for L over (A, WlA). Let k' and ίf be finitely generated fields
over the residue fields k = A/9K4 and ί = B/^ftB such that I' 3 h! and ίf
= h!ί. Then there exist finitely generated fields K' over K and U over L;
and discrete valuation rings (A', WlΛ) for Kf and (Bf, WlB) for U with residue fields K and Zf\ respectively, such that Bf > A' >A, B > B, WlA, =
WflAA\ U = KfL and ί" is a finite algebraic extension of I'\ Moreover, if
the algebraic closure of k in Ή is separable over k, we can choose Kf so
f
that the algebraic closure of K in K is separable over K.
PROPOSITION

Proof. First we assume that k! is purely transcendental over k, say
k = k(xu " -, xr). Let πA: A[xx,
, xr] -> k[xu
, xr] and πB: B[xu
, xr]
1
-> £[xu - , xr] be the canonical maps. We put S = π2 (k[x1,
, xr]*) and
S' = ^\£[xl9
, xrY), and we set
f

A! = S-'Afe, . . , xr] and B = S ^ B f e , ••-,*„].
r

Then obviously these A and B satisfy our requiring properties.
Second, we assume that k' is algebraic over k; say k! = k(au
-,an).
Here we put kt — k(au
, a^ and 6t = #(al9
,a^) for ί = 1, 2,
, n.
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field k2 of kfjku so that k! is algebraic over k2 and k2 is purely transcendental over kγ. Then by the above considerations, we obtain fields
Kx over K, K2 over Kl9 K' over K2, Lx over L,L2 over Lx and Z/ over L2;
and discrete valuation rings A' > A2 > Ax > A for Kf Z> K2Z) K^ZD K and
B' > B2> Bx> B for 1/ Z) L2 Z) Lx Z) L with residue fields k' Z) k2Z) ^1)
k and
^ , z> ^ = BJWlB2 Z) £[ = BjmBl 3 ^, respectively, such
that

K'

-II
and

-L,

Moreover, by the above note, if kx is separable over k, so is Kx over if.
Last, we check that Kγ is algebraically closed in K'. In fact, if x e Kf
— Kλ is algebraic over Kl9 xe Kf — K2. Hence [K2(x): K2] > 1. But, by
our construction of K', it has the unique extension A of A2, so K2(x)
has also a unique extension A2 of A2, which is given by the integral
closure of A2 in K2(x). Therefore,
[K2(x): K2] = e (Aί/A2) f (Aί/A2) = f (A^/A2) > 1 ,
where e (A!2jA2) = the ramification index of A!2\A2 and f (A!2\A2) = the residual degree of A2 over A2. Hence there exists an element z in A2 Π ifi(^)
such that 2 mod SJΪ^ 6 ftle This implies that z is not algebraic over Ku
which is absurd.
Q.E.D.
LEMMA 1.4. Let A be a discrete valuation ring for a field K,
the completion of K with respect to the valuation. Assume A is a
ring; that is, for any finite algebraic extension M of K, the integral
of A in M is a finite A-module. Then the algebraic closure K of
is separable over K.

and K
Nagata
closure
K in K

Proof Let L be any finite extension over K; {fji^s a complete
system of extensions over L of the valuation given by A; and L* the
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completion of L for υt. Then, since A is a Nagata ring, we obtain the
canonical ring-isomorphism

(cf. [2], Chap. 6, §8, n°5, Corollaire 3). Therefore K®KL has no nontrivial nilpotents, and we see the separability of KjK (cf. [1], Chap. 8,
§7, n°3, Theoreme 1).
Q.E.D.
§ 2. Fields of moduli
We shall quote here the notion of fields of moduli from Koizumi [7].
DEFINITION 2.1 ([7], Definition 1.0.). Let if be a field; Ω a universal
domain containing K; and © a collection of geometric objects S, S',
,
together with the following three laws:
i) Given an object S and a subfield L of Ω containing K, it is
defined whether or not L is a field of rationality for S. (When L is a field
of rationality for S, we say that S is rational over L.)
ii) Given two objects S and S\ it is defined whether or not S is
isomorphic to S' (noted by S ~ S'). We call this isomorphism the geometric isomorphism in ©.
iii) Given an object S rational over L and a field U with an injection L <=—> U, the tensor product S ® L 1/ is defined in ©.
Such © is called an FM-system over K and an object S in © is called
an FM-structure, when the pair (©, if) satisfies the following conditions:
fin i) Under the notation in iii), S ® L Lf is rational over L'. Morec
over, if the injection L =—>U is nothing but the identity, S<8)LL' — S.
fm ii) The geometric isomorphism — is an equivalence relation.
fm iii) Given S and S' in © rational over L and M, respectively,
we have
1) S®LL = S.
2) S - S' implies S ΘL U ~ S' ®^ Z/ for a field U with an injection
LM <=—•£/.
3) {S®LL')®L,L" = S®LL" for fields 1/ and L" with injections L
<=—> U =—> L".
When if is a prime field, we call © simply an FM-system.
Now, let © be an jF-M-system over a field K and S be an FM-strucin © rational over L. For an isomorphism σ over K from L to
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another field U over K, we denote Sσ = S®L U.
Moreover we denote by FR (S) the set consisting of all fields of rationality for all S' geometrically isomorphic to S.
DEFINITION 2.2. A field ks containing K is called a field of moduli
for S over K (or simply a field of moduli for S), if it satisfies the following two conditions:
FM 1) ks = Π L' where U runs over FR (S).
a
FM 2) For any automorphism σ e Aut (Ω/K), S ~ S if and only if
the restriction of σ on ks is the identity.
The existence of fields of moduli was showed for some important cases
by Matsusaka, Shimura and Koizumi. Here we shall refer to two such
cases, i.e., to curves and to polarized abelian varieties for latter use.
Let Qίg be the family of complete non-singular curves of genus g. For
a curve C in &g, as is known, we define the field of rationality for C as
the subfield of the rational function field K(C), over which C is defined
and K(C) is a regular extension. Obviously, it is given by the global
sections Γ(C, Θc) (cf. EGA II, Corollaire (7.3.11)). Let C and C be two
curves in $Lg rational over k and k', respectively. Then we define C®k£
= C χ s p e c {k) Spec (S) for any extension field ί over k. Moreover we define
the geometric isomorphisms by

C ~ C" if and only if there exist a field K containing both
k and k! and a ^-isomorphism C®kK ~ C (g)fc, K.
Under these notations, we obtain
2.3. &g is an FM-system and there exists a field of moduli
kc for any C in Gίg.
(cf. e.g., [7], Corollary 3.2.2.)
THEOREM

Next, let X be an abelian scheme over a scheme S. Then we call a
homomorphism λ:X->X
& polarization of X if, for any geometric point
s e S, there exists an ample invertible sheaf L on Xs such that λs — Λ(L).
Let ^Sί^d be the family of abelian varieties of dimension g with a
polarization of degree d. For an polarized abelian variety (X, λ) in %®lgtd
over a field k, the field of rationality is given by k. Let (X, X) and (X\ ϊ)
be two polarized abelian varieties in $2!^d over k and k', respectively.
Then the geometrical isomorphy of them is defined in the same way as
in the case of curves. That is,
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(X, X) ~ (X', X) if and only if there exists a field K containing
both k and h! and an isomorphism (X, λ)®kK ~ (X, λ') ®h, K.
Similarly we obtain
2.4. ψ&g,d is an FM-system and there exists a field of moduli
for any object of ψΆg,d.
(cf. [7], Theorem 2.2, Theorem 3.2 and Appendix to this paper, Proposition
A3.)
THEOREM

§3.

Infinitesimal Torelli theorem

Let X be a complete non-singular curve rational over a field k, not
necessarily having ^-rational point, or a projective non-singular variety
over k having a ^-rational point. Then there exists the Picard variety
J = Picx/fc of X for both the cases. In these cases, we have a canonical
isomorphism
(3.1)

HXX,Ox)-

where Ωj is the sheaf of Kahler differential forms on J and Ωj is the dual
sheaf of Ωj.
If C is a complete non-singular curve rational over a field k, and if
we put (J, X) = (J(C)9 λ(C)), then we can define the canonical isomorphism
(3.2)

HKJ,&j)-^H>(C,&c)

by the commutative diagram
H\J, &j)

> H\C, Φc)

H\J, Ωj)

> H\J, 4 ) ,

>\ . >ϊ

where the vertical arrows are given by (3.1). In particular, if C has a
^-rational point, we can embed C into J, which we denote by c: C^—> J.
Then the above isomorphism is equal to
(3.3)

e*:m.J,Φj):^*mC,<!>c).

Therefore, since Ωj ~ Θj ®u H°(J, Ωj), we have the canonical isomorphism
H\J, Ωj) ~ H\J, Θj) ® H%J, Ωj) ~ H\C, Θc) ® H\C, Θc)
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according to (3.1) and (3.2). Hence, passing through Serre duality, the
cup product
H\C, Ωc) <g> H°(C, Ωc)

> H\C, Ωf)

defines the canonical map

In particular, if there exists a natural embedding c: Ccr—> J, then
we have the exact sequence

where JίCIJ is the conormal sheaf, and we can easily see that the map
(3.4) is nothing but the homomorphism
IP(0*)v): HKC Ωc)

(3.5)

> me,

e*ύj) - ^ > H\J, Ωj) .

Under these notations, we can rewrite Noether's theorem:
3.1. Let C be a complete non-singular curve of genus
g ^> 2, and J the jacobian variety of C. Then the following are equivalent:
( i ) C is non-hyper elliptic.
(ii) The cup product
PROPOSITION

rl ^L/, Uc) 09 rl (^C, Uc)

> ri (u, U% )

is surjective.
(iii) The map j : H\C, Ωc) -> H\J, Ωj) is ίnjectίve.
(v)

dim mC, Jfcu) = g2 — 3g + 3.

Let (A, WlA) and (B, WlB) be artinian local rings, /: B -> A a small
surjection with Ker / = /. Put k = A/2J^, S = Spec (A), S' = Spec (B) and
So = Spec (k). Then we obtain the canonical closed immersions AS0 <=—> S
c
=—>S'. Let C - > S be a given smooth projective curve over S, C" -* S'
a given lifting of C over S', and put Co = C XSoS.
Then obviously
7
(J', X) = (J(C0, ^(CO) is a lifting over S of (J, J) = (J(C), λ(Q) with
(Jo, ^o) = (J(C0)> ^(Co)) as the special fibre.
Now we put
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=

(C", φ)
1

C " : projective simple curve over S'
and an isomorphism φ: C" XS>S ^ C
isomorphisms which induces!
the identity on C

J

and
J"\ abelian scheme over S / and ani
isomorphism ψ: J 7 ' x 5, S ^> J

J

/[isomorphisms which induces]
/ [the identity on J

J

Then Grothendieck's argument (cf. SGA 1, Expose III) implies that these
are principal homogeneous spaces under the additive groups
and

H\Co,ΩCo/SQ)(g)kI

H\J0) ΩJo/So)

®kI,

respectively. Therefore, if we fix base points of these spaces, say C" and
J', then we obtain isomorphisms
H\C0,

(d.b)

ΩCO/SQ)

• SO ,

®kI-^j?(C;S

H\J09 ΩJo/So) ®, / - ^ > J?(J; S — • SO
such that 0 «-> C and 0 >-• Jf.

Moreover, let

\ S -—> SO

• c^(J; S -—> SO

be the map which assigns to a curve C" in J^(C; S c=—> SO its Picard
scheme.
Under these notations, an easy calculation leads us to
PROPOSITION

3.2.

The following diagram is commutative:

H\C0, 4 0 / S o ) ®»

Ί

,

J2?(C; S - - > SO - ^

1
&(J\ S -—> SO ,

where the vertical arrows are those given by (3.6) and j is the map (3.4).
In the rest of this section, we shall discuss the base change map.
f
Let A, A! and B be artinian local rings; / : A ' - > A a small surjection
f
with K e r / = /; and g: A'—• B' a local homomorphism. We put B = B
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®Λ, A, Γ = Ker (/' = /(x) £ ' : £ ' - > B) and k = A/2K4. Then we obtain the
following commutative diagram with exact horizontal lines.
0

>I

> A -U

A

•0

h

Obviously Γ2 = (0). Now let X be a smooth scheme over Spec (A) with
special fibre X0 = X®Ak, and X' a lifting of X over Spec (A'). Then
X'B, = X' ®A.Bf is also a lifting of XB = X®A B over Spec (BO? and we
get the base change map
®A, B': J?(X; Spec (A) <=-> Spec (A7))

• <?(XB; Spec (B) - - > Spec (B7))

assigning X^ to X\
On the other hand, since Ωx/A is a locally free 0 z -module of finite
rank, Ω
is canonically isomorphic to Ωx/A <8)A B. Hence we obtain the
canonical isomorphism
XB/B

So we get easily
LEMMA

3.3.

We fix a base element Xf in ϋ?(X; Spec (A) «=—> Spec (A'))

and let
H\X09 ΩXo/k) ®fc I-^> nX;

Spec (A) - - > Spec (A'))

and
H\X0, ΩXo/k) ®k 7 - ^ > 2{XB\ Spec (B) - - > Spec (BO)
be the canonical isomorphisms such that 0 >-> X' and 0 -> X^, respectively.
Then the following diagram commutes:
H\X0,ΩXa/k)®kI

I

^ ^ >

H\Xa,ΩXl>/k)®kI'

i

<£(X; Spec (A) = - > Spec (A')) - — - f &(XB\ Spec (B) «=-> Spec (SO)
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§ 4. Specializations of a curve and of its jacobian variety
The compatibility of stable reductions of a curve and of its jacobian
variety was showed by Deligne-Mumford [3]. For good reductions, the
same result is obtained over any discrete valuation rings. This result
was given by Oort-Ueno [11, Lemma 6] for good curves.
Here we start this section with Oort-Ueno's result adding fields of
rationality.
4.1 (Oort-Ueno). Let A be a discrete valuation ring with
residue field k = A/$JlA and K = f.f. (A). Let 3£ be an abelian scheme over
S = Spec (A) with a principal polarization λ, and C a good curve (in the
sense of [11]) over K of genus g^2
having an isomorphism
PROPOSITION

Then, there exist a good curve ^ over S with C as the generic fibre and
an isomorphism

such that φ®AK

— φ0.

Proof. If K is sufficiently large, C can be embedded into J(C) in a
natural way and λ = Λ(L) for some invertible sheaf if on 3£. Therefore,
our assertion in this case is included in [11, Lemma 6].
The general case can be reduced to the above case quite in the same
way as the proof of Theorem 2.5 in [3]. In fact, C ®κ K' and (36, λ) ®κ Kf
satisfy the above conditions for a suitable finite extension Kf of K. Let
A! be the localization at some maximal ideal of the integral closure of A
in K', and put S' = Spec (A'). Then A! is also a discrete valuation ring
f
and S is faithfully flat over S. We put S" = S' X s S'. Moreover we
denote by η the generic point of S and by C" and C" the inverse images
of C on S'η and on S"9 respectively.
Then, by the above Oort-Ueno's result, there exist a curve <$' over
S' having C" as generic fibre and an isomorphism φ'\ (J(«"), W)) ^ (%', *')
such t h a t φ'κ. = φ0 ®κ K', where (%', λf) - (3E, λ) ®A

Now let

S" z=£ S' - £ * S
Pi
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be the canonical projections. Since ^J = C = C ®κ K', it carries a descent datum with respect to p, i.e., an isomorphism fη^pΐ(^f)η
^pίC^'X
So, by the same argument given on p. 92 of [3], fη can be extended to an
isomorphism f\pf{^f) ^ P*(&') and <$' can be descended to a curve ^
over S.
Moreover, since S' -» S is faithfully flat, (SGA 1, Expose VIII, Theoreme
5.2) asserts the exactness of
Horn* (J(#), 36)

pf
• Hom5, (J(V), X') =Z$ Horn,, (J(ΐf "), £") ,
*

where «"' = ^ χ 5 S" and 36" = 36 X s S". Since # = <£0 ®κ K', (pΐφ')η becomes equal to (p*φ')η. Furthermore, every irreducible component of S"
dominates S (cf. EGA IV2, Proposition (2.3.4), (iii)). Therefore, by rigidity
(cf. [9], Corollary 6.2), we conclude p?φ' = pfφ' and the existence of an
isomorphism φ: J(<&) ^> 36 such that φ (g)A A' = φf (cf. SGA 1, Expose VIII,
Corollaire 5.4). Moreover, by the same rigidity, we can see that φ gives
an isomorphism between (J(#), λ(&)) and (36, λ).
Q.E.D.
From this proposition, we can easily deduce
4.2. Let A be a discrete valuation ring with k — A/MA
and K = f.f. (A). We denote by η and s the generic point and the special
point of S = Spec (A), respectively. Let (36, X) be a principally polarized
abelian scheme over S, and Θ a divisor on X = 36 ®A K such that λ ®A K =
A{ΘΣ(θ)). Assume the ίrreducibίlity of θ. Moreover, let C be a complete
non-singular curve rational over K of genus g ^ 2 with an isomorphism
COROLLARY

Then there exist a smooth curve <€ over S with connected geometric fibres
and with C as the generic fibre, and an isomorphism

such that φv = φ0.
We shall extend this fact over a regular local ring.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let (A, 3ft) be a regular local ring with k = A/Wl
and K = f.f. (A). Let b and a be the generic point and the closed point
of S = Spec (A). Let 3£ be an abelian scheme over S with a principal
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polarization λ. Assume that there exists a good curve C over K of genus
g ^ 2 with an isomorphism

Then there exists a good curve Co over k such that

Moreover, if C is non-singular and λ ®A k — Λ(ΘΣ(Θ)) for an irreducible
divisor θ on •£ ®A k, Co is also non-singular.
Proof. We shall use induction on the dimension of A.
If dim A = 1, A is a discrete valuation ring. Therefore, our assertion
in this case is just Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.2.
Assume dim A = n > 1. Then we take a regular parameter t and we
put Ax = A{t). Let (3£1? λt) = (3£, X) ®A Aλ. We denote by ηλ and sx the
generic point and the special point of Spec(Aj), respectively. Then
obviously
(3£1? λ 1 ) v i ~ (36, λ)b .
Hence, by virtue of Proposition 4.1, there exists a good curve Cx over
AJtA1 = f.f. (Al(t)) such that

Moreover let (X, 3) = (36, ^) ®^ (A/(ί)). Then we get
(3U) a 2. (ϊ,, 4 , - (JiC
and
dim (A/(ί)) =

n-l,

where α is the generic point of Spec (A/(ί)). Therefore, by induction, we
obtain our assertion.
Q.E.D.
The next proposition will play an essential role in the proof of the
main theorem in Section 5.
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let (A, WlA) be a complete valuation ring with residue
field k and f.f. (A) = K. Let Kf be a finite algebraic extension of K and
A! the integral closure of A in K\ As is well-known, A! is also a complete
discrete valuation ring and is a finite free A-module.
We put h! —
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A'I$RA>, S' = Spec (A') and S = Spec (A). Let (3£, X) be a principally polarized abelian scheme over S, C a complete non-singular curve rational over
K' and Co a complete non-singular non-hyperelliptic curve rational over k.
Assume there exists an isomorphism
ψ: (J(C'), λ(Cf)) -^> (3E, λ) ®A K' .
Then, Proposition 4.1 asserts that C has a deformation <%' over S'. Moreover we suppose that

and

where s and s' are the special points of S and S', respectively.
exists a smooth curve <€ over S with isomorphisms

Then there

and

such that f induces φ ®A A! and φ Θ^ Kf is equal to ψ.
Proof For any non-negative integer n, we put An = AjWnA+19 Sn =
Spec (A J , A'n = A!\ΈiA^A! and S'n = Spec (A'n). Then we have the cartesian
product
n

>

&n+l

and the following diagram with exact horizontal lines

o—>
0

awrvswr1

—>An+ι—>An—

> WtA+1A'IWtr*A'

• A'n+1

>K

>0 .

Moreover we put C'n = V χ y S'w (Xn, λn) = (36, X) Xs Sn and (X£, λ'n) =
(36, λ) Xs Sή For proving our assertion by induction on n, we assume the
existence of a curve Cn over Sn such that
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CnXSnS'n~C'n

and

(J(Cn),λ(Cn))~(Xn,λn).

Then, setting suitably base points of lifting spaces, we obtain the following commutative diagram

(cf. Propositions 3.1, 3.2 and Lemma 3.3). Obviously, in

) ®κ (mr'A'imT'A'),
n
0, ύj ®t (mr'A'imr'A'))
Xΰ

=

i

ύ

2

ff (c0,40)Θ(sκrV3κr ),

that is, in
Cfn\ S'n — > Sί +1 ) ΓΊ J?(Xn; Sn — > Sn+1) = j?(C n ; Sn — • Sn+1)
Hence, there exists a curve Cn+1 over Sn+ι such that

and

Thus we obtain a system of curves {Cn/Sn} and it determines a curve #
over S satisfying our requiring conditions.
Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 4.5. Let (A, WlA) be a discrete valuation ring with k =
AI^RA and K = f.f. (A). We assume that A is a Nagata ring. Let L be
a finite algebraic extension of K and B a discrete valuation ring for L over
A with £ = JB/3K . Let k! be a finitely generated field over k in which the
algebraic closure of k is separable over k, and ίr a field containing hr and
such that ίr = k'£.
B
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Let (3£, X) be a principally polarized abelίan scheme over Spec (A), C"
a complete non-singular curve rational over L and Co a complete nonsingular non-hyperelliptic curve rational over k'. Assume there exists an
isomorphism
and we denote by ^f a deformation of C over Spec (JB) given by Proposition 4.1. We put
Co' = <€' ®B
Moreover, we suppose that

and
(X,λ)®Λk'-(J(C0),λ(C0)).
Then there exist a finitely generated field Kf over K in which the algebraic
closure of K is separable over K, and a curve C rational over Kr such
that if we denote by U a field containing Kr and L and satisfying U = K'L,
and
(J(C),λ(C))~(X,λ)®ΛK'
Proof. By virtue of Proposition 1.3, there exist finitely generated
fields Kf over K and U over L; and discrete valuation rings (A', ΊίlA) for
K' and (B\ -$lB,) for U with residue fields kf and £", respectively, such
that B' > A > A, Bf > B, mA, = WIΛA\ U = K'L, Z" is a finite algebraic
extension of tr and the algebraic closure of K in Kf is separable over K:

- I'
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(36*, λ*) = (36, X) ®Λ A'
where the symbol

Λ

and

C * = C ®i £ ' ,

means the completion. Then we have the isomorphisms

Co ®s< 4" =i (Co ®v £') ®,. I" ~ (Co' ®, O ®r *" = Co' ®< 4"
and
(J(Co), λ(C0)) ~ (36, J) <g>, V ~ (36*, ;*) ® j Λ' .
Hence, in view of Proposition 4.4, there exists a curve C rational over
E! such that

and

Here we can choose a finitely generated subfield K" in ^ over Kf so that
C is rational over K" ,

(J(C), A(C)) - (36, Λ) ®A K"

r/

and putting L = K"L,

C®K,,L" ~ C'®LL" .
Therefore, noticing Lemma 1.4, we can see that these C, ΊJf and K" are
just ones we are requiring.
Q.E.D.
§ 5. The fields of moduli for non-hyperelliptic curves
Under the preliminaries in the preceding sections, we shall prove the
following main theorem.
5.1. Let C be a non-hyperelliptic complete non-singular curve
of genus g rational over a field of characteristic p > 0. Then the field of
moduli for C coincides with that for (J(C), λ(C)).
THEOREM

Proof. First we notice that the field of moduli kc for C contains the
field of moduli kU(C)fλiC))
for (c/(C), λ(C)). Hence it is sufficient to show
that k(j(c),χ(θ) contains hc.
Let (X, λ) be a principally polarized abelian variety over K such that
(X, λ) — (c/(C), λ(C)), where — is the geometric isomorphism. Then we may
assume that C is rational over a finite algebraic extension L over K.
Now let HgΛΛ be the fine moduli space of principally polarized abelian
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schemes with linear rigidifications (cf. [9], Chap. 7, § 2). Fixing a linear
rigidification suitably, (X, X) defines a i£-rational point x on Hgtljί.
We
have no loss of generality even if we assume K = k(x). Let T be the
locus of x in HgΛtU and (Z, Λ) the universal abelian scheme over T. Then,
of course, we have
(Z, Λ)x ~ (X, X) .

If we choose a suitable faithfully flat extension Tf -* T (cf. Appendix,
Corollary A2), then there exists a relative Cartier divisor θ on Zf =
ZχτTf
such that
= A XTT'

.

Since, for a point JC' in 7" lying over x, θx> is geometrically integral, the
set
Uf = {if e TI θt> is geometrically integral}
is non-empty open subset in T (cf. EGA IV3, Theoreme (12.2.4), (viii)).
Therefore, the set
{i! e T (Z,Λ)t,~

the polarized jacobian variety of a]
non-hyperelliptic curve

is non-empty open in T'. Hence, noticing that Tf —> T is an open map,
there exists a closed simple point ί of Γ such that (Z, A)t is geometrically
isomorphic to the polarized jabocian variety of a non-hyperelliptic curve.
Here, we put A = (9T)t. Then A is a regular local ring with
A/mA = Fq

for some q = pn

and
f.f. (A) = k(T) = *(*) = ^ .
Furthermore we put
(X, Λ) = (Z, Λ) χ Γ S p e c ( A ) .
Let (tu put

, tr) be a complete system of regular parameters of A, and we

A<" = A ( ί r ) , A r = A/(ί r ), f.f-(Ar) = ίΓr ,
A^-" = (A r ) (ίr _ l} , Ar.x = Arl(tr.x) = A/(ίr, i r . 2 ) , f.f. (A,.,) = Kr_x ,
= A2(ίl) ,

A, = A 2 /(O = Al(tr,
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(ί)

Note that these A 's are discrete valuation rings.

Put

and
for each i = 1, 2,

, r.

Then we obtain the following chain of deforma-

tions:
generic fibre

(X, X)

special fibre
generic fibre

r9

Spec (K): generic point
Spec (A (r) )
vi special point
: generic point
Spec (A(7-1})

r)

special fibre
generic fibre

: special point
: generic point

special fibre
generic fibre

Spec(if2):sPedalpoint
: generic point
Spec (A(1))
j) = Spec(F 9 ): special point.

special fibre (Xu

Let jB(r) be the localization at a maximal ideal of the integral closure of
A{r)

in L, Lr = Bir)imBit»B{r-1}
(r

the integral closure of A "

be the localization at a maximal ideal of
υ

in Lr, Lr_x = B(r"1)/9W5^-i) and so on.

Thus

we can define fields and discrete valuation rings
ry

^r-19

9-^19

&

9 &

9 ' ' ' ,

&

Furthermore, by virtue of Corollary 4.2, there exist one by one smooth
curves
^ r over Spec {B{r)) ,

ifrM over Spec (JB(r-υ),

Ί over Spec (B (

such that
r <ys(r>

•" —

(2) i-^

^ 9
^ 1

and
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Hence, putting <€i ®B^ Lt — Ct (i = 1, 2,
chain of deformations
generic fibre

C

Spec (L): generic point
(r)
Spec (E )
: s

special fibre
Cr
generic fibre
special fibre
generic fibre

r

, r), we obtain the following

ecial

Spec(L r ) P
Point
: generic point
(r 1)
Spec(β - )
ι

~

special fibre
generic fibre

y

s

e c i a l p o i n t

P
: generic point

Spec(L.):specialpoint
: generic point
Spec (B(1))

special fibre C,

Spec(Lj): special point.

Applying Corollary 4.5 to Cl9 (361? At) and the separable extension LJKU
we have a finitely generated field Kζ over K2 in which the algebraic
closure of K2 is separable over K2, and a curve C2' rational over Ki such
that if we denote by Lf2 a field containing K2 and L2 and satisfying L2 =

and
,K'
Applying again Corollary 4.5 to ^ 2 , (3£2, ^/2) and the extension KiJK2, we
get a finitely generated field if/ over K3 and a curve C3' rational over Iζf
satisfying the similar properties. Proceeding with these steps, we obtain
finally a finitely generated field Kf over K in which the algebraic closure
of K is separable over K, and a curve Cf rational over Kf such that

Since C — C", the field of moduli kc for C is contained in L (Ί if7. Moreover, from the construction of K', L Γ) K' is separable over K. Let M be
a normal extension over if containing L, and we put C" — C (g)L M. Then,
by virtue of Torelli's theorem,
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C" ~ C" ~ C

for any a e Aut (M/K) .

Hence, by Fm2) in Definition 2.2, we conclude the inclusion
KZ) kc.
Thus we obtain the converse relation

and we are done.

Q.E.D.

§ 6. The fields of rationality for curves of genus 3
In Section 5, we have devoted to show the coincidence of the fields
of moduli for a non-hyperelliptic curve of any genus and of its jacobian
variety, but if we restrict ourselves to the curves of genus 3, we can
show the coincidence of fields of rationality for a curve and for its
polarized jacobian variety.
For proving this fact, we shall start with an easy result of descent
theory.
6.1. Let (©, Q) be an FM-system given by Theorem 2.3,
Theorem 2.4 or etc. Let Q and Q' be two objects in ©, and λ: Q-> Q' a
geometric isomorphism. Suppose that Q has no geometric automorphisms
other than the identity map. Then λ is rational over any field of rationality
for Q and Q'.
(cf. [13], Proposition 2.)
PROPOSITION

6.2. Let C be a complete non-singular curve over a field
of characteristic 0. Suppose C has no geometric automorphisms other than
the identity. Then we have
PROPOSITION

Proof. The inclusion C is obvious.
Conversely, let k0 be a field contained in FR ((J(C), λ(C))). Then we
may assume that C is rational over a field k which is a Galois extension
over k0 with Galois group G. For any σ e G,

Hence, by Torelli's theorem, there exists a geometric isomorphism
λ,:C

>C .
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By Proposition 6.1, λβ is defined over k.
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Moreover, by our assumption,

and
for any σ, τ e G. Therefore, by the descent theory, there exists a curve
Co rational over k0 such that
Co ®fc0 k ~ C .

Q.E.D.

6.3. Let (X, X) be a principally polarized abelian variety over
a field k of dimension 3. Then there exists a good curve C over k such
that
THEOREM

Proof. Let HStlΛ be the fine moduli space of principally polarized
abelian schemes with linear rigidifications. Since the local moduli functor
for an abelian variety is formally smooth (cf. [10], Theorem 2.4.1), H3fί>1
is smooth over Spec (Z). Hence every point of iJ3>1}1 is regular.
Now choosing a linear rigidification φ of (X, λ), (X, λ, φ) defines a
/^-rational point a of H3ΛΛ. Then k contains k(a). Replacing k by k(u),
if necessary, we may assume that k = k(a). We denote by A the regular
local ring OH%ΛtUa. Then the canonical A-valued point of ί/3>ltl defines a
principally polarized abelian scheme
(3£, Λ)

over

Spec (A)

with (36, A) (8>A k — (X, λ). Let b and a be the generic point and the special
point of Spec (A), respectively. By the main theorem of [11],
(36, A)b — the polarized jacobian variety of a curve.
On the other hand, since (3£, Λ)b is a generic polarized abelian variety
over a field of characteristic 0, the curve corresponding to it has no nontrivial automorphism. Hence, by virtue of Proposition 6.2, there exists a
curve C rational over K — f.f. (A) such that
~ (36, A)b .
Therefore, in view of Proposition 4.3, there exists a good curve Co over
k such that
(J(C 0 ), λ(C0)) ~ (36, Λ)a ~ (X, A) .
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Appendix
By [7], Proposition 3.1, Koizumi shows the fact:
Let V be the underlying variety of an abelian variety, and it be
rational over a field K of characteristic Φ 2. Then every algebraic equivalence class of divisors on V has a representative rational over a separable
algebraic extension of K.
This fact is one of the conditions guaranteeing the existence of the
fields of moduli for abelian varieties with ^-structures (cf. [7], Theorem 3.2).
In the appendix, we shall give another proof of the above statement,
which is available even for characteristic two.
Let S be a locally noetherian scheme and 26 a projective abelian
scheme over S. Then, Grothendieck's results [4] assert the existence of
a scheme Horn (26, $) representing the family of all homomorphisms from
36 to $. Let A: Pic (36) —> Hom 5 (36, $) be the morphism assigning Λ(JS?)
to an invertible sheaf JS? on 36. Under these notation, we have
PROPOSITION

Al. A: Pic (26) -> Hom 5 (26, $) is smooth.

Proof. Let (A, Wl) be any artinian local ring and I an ideal of A
such that SKI = (0). Let t be a given A-valued point of Hom 5 (3£, $) and
u0 an A1I- valued point of Pic (36) such that A(u0) = t\Spec(A/I). Then there
exist a homomorphism φ: 3£ Xs Spec (A) -> $, χs Spec (A) and an invertible
sheaf Lo on 36 X 5 Spec (A/I) corresponding to the points t and u09 respectively. Since A(L0) = φ ®^ (A//), there exists an invertible sheaf U on
3£ χ s S p e c ( A ) such that A(U) = 0 (cf. [10], Lemma 2.3.2). So U\XXaBp6cU/I)
and Lo differ possibly only by an invertible sheaf algebraically equivalent
to zero; that is, there exists an A/I- valued point α0 of $, such that
IX XS Spec (A/I) ^y ^Λr 0 — A ) >

where & is the Poincare invertible sheaf on 26 Xs $. Since $ is smooth
over S, αQ can be extended to an A-valued point α of $. Then the invertible sheaf L = L' ® βPα satisfies the condition:
•MxxsSpec (A/1) — A)

and
A(L) = 0 .
Therefore, the A-valued point u of Pic (36) corresponding to L is an extension of u0 over £; that is, this implies the smoothness of A.
Q.E.D.
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A2. For a symmetric homomorphism φ: 36 —> 36, there exist
a faithfully flat extension S' -> S of S and an ίnvertible sheaf 3? on 36 Xs S'
f
such that A{S£) = φ Xs S .
COROLLARY

Proof. Let x be the S-valued point of Hom 5 (3£, $) corresponding to
ι
φ. Then, by the above proposition, Λ~ {x) —• S is smooth, a fortiori,
faithfully flat. Therefore, putting S' = ^ ( x ) and x' = the S'-valued point
of Hom^ (9£, $) corresponding to 0 X 5 S', /ί'^x') = ^ ( x ) Xs S' has a crosssection 5 over S'. Obviously the invertible sheaf J£? corresponding to
this cross-section s satisfies our requiring property.
Q.E.D.
PROPOSITION A3. Let X be an abelian variety over a field of any
characteristic and V the underlying variety of X, rational over a field k.
Then every algebraic equivalence class of divisors on V has a representative
rational over a separable algebraic extension of k.

Proof. We denote by k the algebraic closure of k, and we put X =
X®kk and V — V®kk. Let L be any invertible sheaf on V. Our aim
is to show the existence of an invertible sheaf L rational over a separable
algebraic extension of k such that Λ(L ®ft k) = Λ(L). As is well-known,
X is rational over a separable algebraic extension of k. Therefore, by
virtue of Chow's theorem, there is a separable extension h! of k and a
homomorphism φ: X®fc k' -> X®k & such that φ ®k>k = Λ(L). On the other
hand, in view of Proposition Al, Λ~\φ) is smooth over k'. Hence there
exists a closed point x of Λ~ι(φ) whose residue field k(x) is separable over
k' (cf. EGA IV4, Remarque (17.15.10), (iii)). Thus the invertible sheaf corresponding to x satisfies our requiring properties.
Q.E.D.
Addendum. The author is very grateful to Prof. T. Oda for having
pointed out the existence of the latest result of Oort and Steenbrink:
F. Oort and J. Steenbrink, The local Torelli problem for algebraic
curves. In: J. de geometrie algebrique d'Angers 1979, edited by A.
Beaubille; Sijthoff-Noordhoff 1980.
After the present paper was finished, the author found that the main
theorem (Theorem 5.1) could be proved more easily in much more general
style by using the above Oort-Steenbrink's result. As for the new proof,
he will explain in a forthcoming paper.
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